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Five Simple Steps to Great Spelling. 
 
Sounds & Syllables Spelling employs a five-
step spelling sequence to empower 
children to spell any word. 
 
     say it in a spelling voice 

     snip it into syllables 

     sound it out as you spell it 

     target it to spot tricky parts 

     lock it in with practice 

 
This simple yet powerful spelling approach 
works with children of all ages, of all abilities 
and in all situations. 
 
All ages. Whether younger children are 
getting to grips with the complex 
alphabetic code in key stage 1 or are 
spelling long and complex multisyllable 
words in upper key stage 2, the Sounds & 
Syllables sequence works with everyone. 
 
All abilities. Because the sequence can be 
used to spell any word in the English 
language, the same five steps can support 
struggling spellers or challenge the most 
able. 
 

All situations. The sequence works whether 
children are learning new spellings, 
practicing spellings in school or at home or, 
most importantly, when they are 
attempting to spell words while writing. And 
because the same sequence works 
everywhere at all times, there’s less to learn 
and its incredibly simple to master. 
 
 
No Frills. No Gimmicks. No time fillers. 
 
Sounds and Syllables teaches your children 
how the English spelling system actually 
works and builds their spelling ability in 3 
core areas: 
 
     cementing the crucial link between  
     sound and spelling 

     developing understanding of the  
     patterns of English spelling: that /o/ is  
     often spelled ‘a’ after /w/ 

     understanding spelling carries meaning:  
     that /r/ spelled ‘wr’ at the start of words  
     often means ‘to twist’ as in ‘wring’ and  
     ‘wrist’, wrinkle’ and ‘wriggle’ 
 
There are no spelling rules to be learned 
(which are broken as often as not), no 
ineffective Look Say Cover Write Check, no 
word searches, anagrams, backwards or 

rainbow spelling, or other ineffective 
strategies masquerading as spelling 
programmes.  Instead, Sounds & Syllables 
uses an evidence-based approach that 
builds upon what children already know – 
phonics – and develops understanding to 
tackle the spelling of difficult, multi-syllable 
words with rare sound-spelling matches.  
 
The four-part spelling lesson. 
 
Each Sounds & Syllables spelling lesson is 
built from 4 simple elements to develop your 
children’s spelling ability. 
 

A speed spelling starter embeds key 
spelling techniques and locks in previous  
spellings. 

A brief vocab check (children ought to 
know the meanings of words  
they are spelling). 

A focus spelling activity using the 5-step 
sequence to teach the focus spelling  
pattern. 

Quick-fire practice to begin to lock in 
new spellings. 
 

From the simplest of words to the most 
complex, Sounds & Syllables spelling 
provides children with the tools to become  
successful, confident, independent spellers. 
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Sounds & syllables comes with a 160 
page curriculum document. 
 
     Over 30 spelling patterns to study  
     in each year group all linked to  
     National Curriculum objectives 

     Every word broken down the  
     Sounds & Syllables way 

     Notes and guidance for teaching   
     every pattern 
 
And a suite of resources supports the 
Sounds & Syllables approach. 
 
     A handy infographic of the 5-step  
     spelling sequence 

     A Sounds & Syllables spelling      
     chart: every sound-spelling  
     match on one A4 sheet 

     Sounds & Syllables bookmarks to  
     support children’s spelling when  
     writing independently 

     Sounds & Syllables spelling cards 
     to support struggling spellers 

 
  
 


